
CHARDONNAY
a grape variety originally from Burgundy,
named after the village where it comes from,
Chardonnay, which stems from  “Chardon”
which means cardoon.
Molecular analysis has confirmed that it is a
spontaneous cross between Pinot Noir
 and Gouais, which developed during the
Carolingian period. The grapes are grown
all over Italy, although it has only been
registered in the  Italian Catalogue of Wine
Varietals since 1978.

DENOMINATION:
I.G.T. (Indicazione Geografica Tipica) Lazio Chardonnay

TYPE OF SOIL:
volcanic soil and tufaceous clay

VINE TRAINING SYSTEM: 
Guyot 

ALCOHOLIC CONTENT: 
13% vol.

AROMA: 
vanilia, green apple, walnut, nut, almond, 
chestnuts

TO BE SERVED WITH: 
sliced meat, pasta with vegetables and meat sauce. 
Omelettes, sheep cheeses

VARIETAL CHARACTERISTICS
Golden, fragrant, spicy, exotic 
and aristocratic.



SAUVIGNON
a grape variety cultivated in the Bordeaux
 district, particularly in the Sauterne region. It
has found the ideal growing conditions in Italy.
The name Sauvignon derives from “Sauvage”
and means “wild plant”. It has very similar
 characteristics to  Lambrusca. Along with
Chardonnay, it is the most  widespread and
famous white grape variety  in the world,
grown  successfully in California,  Australia and
New Zealand.

DENOMINATION:
I.G.T. (Indicazione Geografica Tipica) Lazio Sauvignon

TYPE OF SOIL: 
volcanic soil and tufaceous clay

VINE TRAINING SYSTEM: 
spurred cordon

ALCOHOLIC CONTENT: 
12,5% vol.

AROMA: 
grapefruit, passion fruit, exotic fruit, tomato leaves, 
boxwoodo

TO BE SERVED WITH: 
seafood, minestre (soups), pasta, risotto with 
vegetables

VARIETAL CHARACTERISTICS
Green, aromatic, vegetal, intriguing 
and wild.



VIOGNIER
a grape variety with Balkan origins, introduced
into the Rhone Valley by Emperor Marcus
 Aurelius Probus, originally from Sirmium in
 Serbia, where it is still grown on the island of
Vis under the name of Bugava. Long forgotten
due to its scarce productivity, it is now
 expanding strongly into the warmer regions,
where it offers the best expression of its
 intense aroma. In Italy it is popular in  Tuscany,
Emilia Romagna, Umbria and Lazio.

DENOMINATION:
I.G.T. (Indicazione Geografica Tipica) Lazio Viognier

TYPE OF SOIL: 
volcanic soil and tufaceous clay

VINE TRAINING SYSTEM: 
Guyot  

ALCOHOLIC CONTENT: 
12,5% vol.

AROMA: 
muscat, citrus fruit, orange flowers, peach, 
sage, mentholated 

TO BE SERVED WITH: 
salmon, spicy meal, oriental cooking, 
white meat 

VARIETAL CHARACTERISTICS
Luminous, flowery, mentholated, 
principled and seductive.



PETIT VERDOT
a grape variety originally from the Médoc area
of France, which spread to California and to
some Greek and Italian regions, particularly in
the Ager Romanus and Agro Pontino areas,
where it is used to make wines of far higher
quality than those of the area of origin, where
its cultivation has gradually been abandoned.
Petit Verdot is a very demanding grape variety
in terms of ripening and it gives excellent
 results in areas characterised by warm, sunny,
breezy climates with low levels of rainfall
 during the vegetative phase.

DENOMINATION:
I.G.T. (Indicazione Geografica Tipica) Lazio Petit Verdot

TYPE OF SOIL: 
volcanic soil and tufaceous clay

VINE TRAINING SYSTEM: 
spurred cordon  

ALCOHOLIC CONTENT: 
12,5% vol.

AROMA: 
red fruit, blueberry, cassis, cherry, strawberry, violet 

TO BE SERVED WITH: 
minestra and tasty soup, white meat stew

VARIETAL CHARACTERISTICS
Purple, fruity, spicy, demanding 
and late ripening.



SYRAH
an international grape variety exported from
France and cultivated all over the world. It
 originated in Persia, in the town of Shiraz, from
which it travelled to Italy in ancient times,
 arriving in the Sicilian city of Syracuse.
 Analysis of its DNA has indicated affinities with
the grape varieties of Trentino-Alto Adige,
 Teroldego and Lagrein, although the finest
 expression of the varietal characteristics is
 obtained in the central-southern regions of
Italy, and in the Rhone Valley, California, South
Africa and Australia.

DENOMINATION: 
I.G.T. (Indicazione Geografica Tipica) Lazio Syrah

TYPE OF SOIL: 
volcanic soil and tufaceous clay

VINE TRAINING SYSTEM: 
spurred cordon 

ALCOHOLIC CONTENT: 
13,5% vol.

AROMA: 
spicy, black pepper, violet, black cherry, blueberry, 
leather

TO BE SERVED WITH: 
cheese and slice meat, fish soup

VARIETAL CHARACTERISTICS
Violet, flowery, spicy, enveloping 
and noble.



ROMA DOC BIANCO
Central Italian DOC wines are characterised by
rather strict and rigorous production regulations.
The DOC Roma, published just recently, however,
is characterised by a set of modern regulations
which aim to interpret modern consumer tastes
while respecting the ampelographic tradition of
the province of Rome. Gotto d’oro has grasped
this opportunity with the production of two wines,
a white made with Malvasia Puntinata, and a red
made with Montepulciano. Both reflect the
 aromatic elegance of the varieties used and the
gustative smoothness of scrupulous vinification.

DENOMINATION: 
D.O.C. (Denominazione di Origine Controllata) 

TYPE OF SOIL: 
volcanic soil and tufaceous clay

VINE TRAINING SYSTEM: 
Guyot 

ALCOHOLIC CONTENT: 
12,5% vol.

AROMA: 
enveloping, with intense notes of ripe fruit, 
particularly apricot and melon, and soft sensations 
of citrus and aromatic moss

TO BE SERVED WITH: 
fish, shellfish and traditional Roman rice 
and pasta dishes

VARIETAL CHARACTERISTICS
Citrus, minty, fragrant, intense, 
charming.



ROMA DOC ROSSO 
Central Italian DOC wines are characterised by
rather strict and rigorous production regulations.
The DOC Roma, published just recently, however,
is characterised by a set of modern regulations
which aim to interpret modern consumer tastes
while respecting the ampelographic tradition of
the province of Rome. Gotto d’oro has grasped
this opportunity with the production of two wines,
a white made with Malvasia Puntinata, and a red
made with Montepulciano. Both reflect the
 aromatic elegance of the varieties used and the
gustative smoothness of scrupulous vinification.

DENOMINATION: 
D.O.C. (Denominazione di Origine Controllata) 

TYPE OF SOIL: 
volcanic soil and tufaceous clay

VINE TRAINING SYSTEM: 
spurred cordon 

ALCOHOLIC CONTENT: 
13,5% vol. 

AROMA: 
evident notes of ripe red fruit, particularly 
cherry, blackberry and plum. Spicy scents 
and harmonious vanilla thanks to time in wood 

TO BE SERVED WITH: 
spicy grilled meats and Roman specialities: 
sweetbreads with artichokes, Roman-style tripe,
“coda alla vaccinara” (oxtail stew with 
vegetables) and “coratella” (offal)

VARIETAL CHARACTERISTICS
Fruity, spicy, well-balanced, 
well-bodied, persistent.



FRASCATI SUPERIORE
The winery Gotto d'Oro has always produced
Frascati DOC wine. With Vinea Domini range
the goal was to take a step forward by
 selecting the most suitable vineyards of the
area, the older plants and therefore less
 naturally vigorous, thus sacrificing the
 production for the benefit of greater aromatic
and  gustatory structure & complexity. The
Frascati Superiore is the only white wine
DOCG from Lazio and therefore deserves its
right place  within the Vinea Domini line.

DENOMINATION: 
D.O.C.G. (Denominazione di Origine Controllata 
e Garantita) Frascati Superiore

TYPE OF SOIL: 
volcanic soil, rich in potassium and phosphorus

VINE TRAINING SYSTEM: 
Guyot  

ALCOHOLIC CONTENT: 
13% vol.

AROMA: 
fresh vinosity and good fruity bouquet

TO BE SERVED WITH: 
good accompaniment to the entire meal, 
it excitingly highlights the taste of fish dishes

VARIETAL CHARACTERISTICS
Fresh, floral, mineral, modern.



CESANESE DEL PIGLIO 
The Cesanese, or rather Cesanesi, are cultivated in
the territories of Affile, Olevano Romano and Piglio.
It was in the period in which these areas were
Roman colonies that the term Cesanese was crea-
ted because the variety was cultivated in the cae-
sae, or in the "places with cut trees". From the
ampelographic point of view, the variety is me-
dium-late, vigorous, thick and pruinose skin. The
DOCG "Cesanese del Piglio", only red wine deno-
mination in the Lazio region, is made from Cesa-
nese di Affile grapes. It has a ruby red color with
violet reflections, a generous and intense bouquet,
hints of red fruit, clear spicy and berries sensations.

DENOMINATION: 
D.O.C.G. (Denominazione di Origine Controllata 
e Garantita) Cesanese del Piglio

TYPE OF SOIL: 
from Piglio area, soils are attributable to red soils, 
a color due to the presence of iron and aluminum 
oxides

VINE TRAINING SYSTEM: 
unilateral spurred cordon 

ALCOHOLIC CONTENT: 
13,5% vol. 

AROMA: 
floral, fresh fruitiness, spicy, liquorice and vaniglia
scents 

TO BE SERVED WITH: 
ciociara tradition dishes: first courses with meat
sauces, roast lamb, “porchetta” roasted pork 

VARIETAL CHARACTERISTICS
Violet, black cherry, oaked, spicy.



FRICCICORE - MALVASIA DEL LAZIO
Grapes are manually harvested slightly
 earlier than the optimal ripeness, to preserve
a greater freshness and an acid structure.
After a quick soft pressing of the whole
 grapes, must slowly ferments at around 13° C
temperature. In this way, very pleasant,
 intense and persistent  secondary aromas are
obtained. When  fermentation is over, the wine
is prepared for bottling which takes place a
few months after harvesting. 

DENOMINAZIONE:
I.G.T. Lazio (Indicazione Geografica Tipica)

TIPOLOGIA DEL TERRENO:
volcanic soil and tufaceous clay

SISTEMA DI ALLEVAMENTO:
espallier, spurred cordon pruning 

GRADAZIONE ALCOOLICA:
12% vol.

SENSAZIONE OLFATTIVE:
apple, rose, orange flowers, citrus fruits

ABBINAMENTO:
appetizer, fish first entrée, seafood

IMPRONTE VARIETALI
Fresh, apple, citrus fruit, orange flowers, 
persistent



LUCCICORE - SYRAH ROSÈ I.G.T. LAZIO
Throughout the ripening period, bunches of syrah
remain protected from the sun thanks to the sur-
rounding leaves: it  slowes down the phenolic ripe-
ning. Grapes are immediately pressed once
harvested, taking care to select only the first pres-
sing. Must and skin are kept in contact for less than
2 hours, to get the unique wished colour of the ro-
sato. To pevent malolactic fermentation to take
place in order to keep the scents from grapes and
alcoholic fermentation unaltered, the wine is kept
at cool temperature . Bottling is carried out in the
first months of the year following the harvest.

DENOMINATION:
I.G.T. Lazio (Indicazione Geografica Tipica)

TYPE OF SOIL:
rich in potassium and microelements, especially iron 
presence from volcanic origin

VINE TRAINING SYSTEM:
spurred cordon

GRAPES:
Syrah

ALCOHOLIC CONTENT:
12% vol.

AROMA:
rose, citrus notes, violet, pomegranate, wild strawberry

TO BE SERVED WITH:
risotto, fish dishes, white meat

VARIETAL CHARACTERISTICS:
rose, pomegranate, clean, fresh, young




